
1.2 Give the time frame for the experience 

Date From: 
Date To:   

1.3  Start by briefly describing the experience (suggest approx. 200 words) 

Trinity Guided Reflection 
Trinity Co-Curricular and Extra-Curric ular Personal Development Support

NEXT

This guided reflection tool is aimed at guiding you through a reflection on your 
learnings gained from activities outside the classroom, for example during a summer 
job or informal internship, from a volunteering experience, a sporting achievement or 
activity. In particular it is intended to help you CAPTURE how you have developed your 
skills and to ARTICULATE this effectively. 

BENEFITS TO YOU:
• Personal development (Certificate)
• Apply for Trinity Awards
• CV and Interview Preparation

FIND OUT MORE

The more you reflect, the more natural 
it will become. You can use this tool to 
reflect on each activity you undertake 
and build up a bank of your personal 
reflections. 

Important Note: You must download and SAVE 
this pdf to your files BEFORE you begin - 
otherwise your text will not be saved.

Part 1: Introduction

Remember: Download and SAVE BEFORE you begin!!

1.1 Give a brief title for the experience you wish to reflect on 



Now you will be guided through a reflection on the experience, in 
particular if and how the experience helped you to develop each of the 
Trinity Graduate Attributes laid out below.  

REMEMBER that the Graduate Attributes are developed over your entire 
university experience, not only through the curriculum, but also in non-
credit-bearing co- and extra-curricular activities (such as summer work 
placements, internships, or volunteering). 

Part 2: The Graduate Attributes 

The Trinity Graduate Attributes represent the qualities, skills and 
behaviours that Trinity students will have the opportunity to develop 
during their programme of study. 

Depending on the experience, YOU decide which of the Graduate Attributes 
is appropriate to include in the reflection (one or more). 
DON'T WORRY if you are not familiar with the Graduate Attributes - you 
will be guided at each stage of the process by descriptors provided for each 
of them. 

NEXT



Reflect on the experience, in particular consider if it helped you to 
think independently making use of the following example questions as 
prompts:  

• Did it give you the opportunity to do independent research or
exploration?

• Did it deepen your personal knowledge and /or call on you to
use the knowledge you have?

• Did it give you the opportunity to think creatively and/or
critically?

• Did it give you the opportunity to show leadership skills?

IF YES TO ONE OR MORE 

IF NO TO ALL 

NEXT 

NEXT 

2.1 To Think Independently 



Reflect on the experience, in particular considering if it helped you to 
communicate effectively making use of the following example 
questions as prompts:: 

• Did you have the opportunity to develop your public speaking
skills e.g. presentations, debate, video?

• Were you required to listen, persuade and/or communicate
effectively in order to collaborate with others or to connect
with people?

• Were you required to develop and/or use written
communication effectively?

• Did you develop other specific communication tools?
• Did you develop digital skills (e.g. social media)?
• Did you develop skills in other languages?

IF YES TO ONE OR MORE 

IF NO TO ALL 

NEXT 

NEXT 

2.2 To Communicate Effectively 



2.2.1 Describe how the experience helped you to communicate effectively 
(using the prompt questions above where helpful) 

2.2.2 Feeling: How did this experience with communication make you feel, 
during and after? (For example Empowered, Anxious, Nervous, Happy, 
Upset, Confident) 

2.2.3 Evaluation and analysis:  

2.2.4 Action: Looking back now and understanding your own perspective and 
feelings how would you adapt your approach in the future? If a different 
situation arose could you use these skills again? Is there something you 
would do differently? 

NEXT 

Reflection on To Communicate Effectively 

What aspects of this part of the experience went well? (what 
was easy/ successful?) 

What aspects of this part of the experience did not go so well? 
((what was challenging/ difficult/ not so successful?)) 



Reflect on the experience, in particular considering if it helped you to 
develop continuously making use of the following example 
questions as prompts:: 

• Did the experience help you to develop a new or existing skill?
• Did you build on your knowledge and understanding of an

area?
• Did you enhance your career readiness?
• Did you develop financial skills through budgeting, planning

fundraising and making presentations?
• Did you have the opportunity to use reflective practice for

personal development?
• Did you have to adapt to change?
• Did you have to take measured risks?

IF YES TO ONE OR MORE 

IF NO TO ALL 

NEXT 

NEXT 

2.3 To Develop Continuously 



2.3.1 Describe how the experience helped you to develop continuously (using 
the prompt questions above where helpful) 

2.3.2 Feeling: How did that aspect of the experience make you feel? (For 
example Empowered, Anxious, Nervous, Happy, Upset, Confident) 

2.3.3 Evaluation and analysis:  

2.3.4 Action: Faced with this situation again, what would you do differently? 
What step(s) can you take now to further develop this area? 

Reflection on To Develop Continuously 

NEXT 

What aspects of this part of the experience went well? (what 
was easy/ successful?)) 

What aspects of this part of the experience did not go so well? 
(what was challenging/ difficult/ not so successful?)) 



Reflect on the experience, in particular considering if it helped 
you to act responsibly making use of the following example 
questions as prompts::

• Did you have to take initiative and act on the basis of the
knowledge and understanding you have?

• Did you need to take responsibility and/or initiative?
• Did you take a role in a team/group?
• Did you have to make a decision where you needed to think

and act ethically?

IF YES TO ONE OR MORE 

IF NO TO ALL 

NEXT 

NEXT 

2.4 To Act Responsibly 



2.4.1 Describe how the experience helped you to act responsibly (using the 
prompt questions above where helpful) 

2.4.2 Feeling: How did that aspect of the experience make you feel? (For 
example Empowered, Anxious, Nervous, Happy, Upset, Confident) 

2.4.3 Evaluation and analysis:  
What aspects of this part of the experience went well? (what was 
easy/ successful?) 

2.4.4 Conclusion and Action: If a different situation arose could you use these 
skills again? Is there something you would do differently? 

Reflection on To Act Responsibly 

NEXT 

What aspects of this part of the experience did not go so well? 
(what was challenging/ difficult/ not so successful?)) 



3.1 Now that you have completed the reflection on how the experience 
helped develop the graduate attributes, write about the experience 
with a focus on what emerged from the reflection. 
(suggest approx. 400 words) 

3.2 Compare the description you wrote in 1.3 to the reflection in 3.1. What 
have you learned about the experience through the reflective exercise? 
Are you more aware of and/or can you articulate better the learnings, 
skills and developments gained through the experience? 

Date Completed: 

Part 3: Concluding Reflection 

This reflection is now complete but note that the more you practice 
reflection the deeper you can engage with the questions; for example 
you may find that you become more comfortable answering the later 
questions under each attribute as you become more experienced (i.e. 
Evaluation and Analysis, Conclusion and Action). 

SAVE THIS REFLECTION TO YOUR PERSONAL FILES 
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	Brief Title: Volunteer sports activator in Trinity Sport 
	Date From: September 2019
	Date To: January 2020
	Briefly Describe Experience: Trinity sport offers students the opportunity to volunteer as sports activators in a sport or activity of your choosing. The sports activator role involved running a sport or physical activity session for an hour each week as part of Trinity Sports social program. Due to my background in boxing, I decided to volunteer to run boxercise classes each week in the sports centre. The classes were tailored to people who have never tried boxing and consisted of a mix between learning how to box and getting fitter. The support and resources provided to me by the team in Trinity Sport made it very easy to run the classes between my schedule with college work. The overall experience was extremely rewarding and enjoyable for many reasons. I had the opportunity to develop key skills, make new friends and helped people learn a new skill and get healthier. 
	Describe Communicate Effectively: The experience of volunteering as a sports activator helped me to develop my ability to communicate effectively in many ways. Firstly, I was able to develop my public speaking skills in my role as a coach. Addressing a large class allowed me to understand how to communicate as efficiently as possible by utilising the right tone and message. Additionally, I was able to further improve my communication skills by collaborating with the Trinity Sports team to draw up promotional materials for social media to advertise the classes. This provided me with an understanding of how to communicate effectively across digital platforms.
	Feeling Communicate Effectively: At the beginning of the experience, I was slightly nervous as I did not know any of the participants in the class, which made communicating as a coach seem intimidating. After developing key communication skills during the experience, I noticed my confidence increase when communicating with others.
	Evaluate Communicate Effectively Pos: Communicating with the Trinity Sports team was very easy and led to collaboration on multiple ideas for future classes. 
	Evaluate Communicate Effectively Neg: As boxing is an extremely technical skill, it was challenging trying to communicate the movements effectively to beginners. 
	Action Communicate Effectively: I would adapt my approach to running boxercise classes in the future in the following ways. Firstly, I would draw up session plans for each class which lists the key points I would like to communicate to participants. This would ensure the message I am conveying is clear and concise. Additionally, I would use a visual aid to communicate technical coaching points more effectively. I believe the communication skills I developed during this experience can be applicable to other situations such as sporting experiences, my college work and in my general life.
	Check Box10: Off
	Check Box15: Off
	Describe Develop Continuously: The experience of volunteering as a sports activator helped me develop continuously in the following ways. Firstly, I was able to develop multiple key skills such as coaching, communication, organisation and planning through the running of the classes. Additionally, I was able to further my knowledge on the sport of boxing and in the field of health & fitness. I believe the personal developments attained during this experience will largely contribute to my college work and career. I was able to engage in self reflection after each class to evaluate what worked well and what improvements were needed for the next class. This was extremely rewarding as I started to apply that style of thinking in my college work and general life situations.
	Feeling Develop Continuously: This aspect of the experience made me very happy and I felt a sense of achievement in developing key skills, improving my thought process and learning new information. 
	Evaluation Develop Continuously Pos: Improving my skillset in various areas and learning new information was very successful as part of the experience. It has increased my approach to personal development and reflective thinking for other areas in my life.
	Evaluation Develop Continuously Neg: I found the process of self reflecting challenging after each class. Although, the process was extremely helpful for my personal development and to improve future classes, it was difficult to highlight flaws and recommendations with my classes and my coaching style. 
	Action Develop Continuously: If faced with this situation again, I would try to improve upon other skills I didn't deem necessary for this experience, as it contributes to my overall skillset as an individual. I believe I can further develop this area by engaging with new experiences and utilising tools such as reflective practise in other situations. 
	Describe Act Responsibly: The experience of volunteering as a sports activator helped me to act responsibly in many ways. Firstly, I was tasked with running the boxercise classes on my own therefore, I had to take initiative to plan and organise the sessions each week. I was also responsible for the safety of each participant in the class. This meant I had to implement appropriate warm ups and cool downs to ensure nobody got injured. In the event of an accident or injury, I had to act responsibly by adhering to first aid and physical activity guidelines. Lastly, as I was the instructor in the classes, I had to act responsibly in my approach to coaching and being a leader in the group.
	Feeling Act Responsibly: This aspect of the experience made be slightly anxious as I was responsible for the wellbeing of all the participants in my class. However due to my past experience as a boxing coach I felt confident that I could act responsibly and appropriately for the classes.
	Evaluate Act Responsibly Pos: The main aspect of the experience that went well was being  able to run all my classes without any accidents or injuries to the participants which was very successfully especially for beginners trying out boxing. Additionally, all the participants were successfully learning the skill and found it enjoyable. 
	Evaluate Act Responsibly Neg: There was no aspects of this part of the experience that did not go well or was challenging.
	Conclusion Act Responsibly: I believe the skills attained during this aspect of the experience was extremely rewardable and transferrable to a multitude of different situations. 
	Final Reflection: Trinity sport offers students the opportunity to volunteer as a sports activator for their social program. I decided to volunteer to run boxercise classes as I had previous experience in coaching the sport. The primary reason I decided to volunteer my time was to promote the sport but mainly, to help others with their health & fitness goals. The sport activator role entailed running a one-hour session per week and I decided to tailor the classes to beginners. Firstly, I had to work on the promotion of the classes via Trinity sports social media. This gave me the opportunity to learn about marketing and advertising and how vital it is for the running of sports classes. I was also able to improve on my communication skills by collaborating with the Trinity Sport staff and communicating to students on social platforms. The main aspect of the experience included the processes before, during and after each class. This required me to develop and utilize planning and organisation skills for the setup of each class which included setting up equipment such as gloves and mitts and, planning out a one-hour with clear learning points and objectives. This process highlighted the importance of preparation for any situation in life to me. During the classes, I was required to teach participants the technical aspects of boxing while providing a fitness class as well. This required me to develop and implement skills related to coaching and communicating. Additionally, it tasked me with thinking about my responsibility as the coach as I had to ensure I was effectively teaching a skill and was acting in the best interest of the participants in the class from an ethical and safety standpoint. After each class, I was given the opportunity to self-reflect on how the session went. This was a very critical exercise as it allowed me to continually improve the class each week. In doing self-reflection exercises for the class, I realised how impactful self-reflection can be for any situation. Overall, the experience increased my personal development by equipping me with new knowledge, skills and a new way of approaching situations. 
	Lessons learned: The use of reflective writing to analyse and look back at my experience of being a volunteer sports activator provided me with several opportunities. Analysis of my experience using reflective exercises has provided me with a framework for self reflection and critical thinking in future experiences and situations. Thinking carefully allowed me to look at my experience from different perspectives which provide me with a greater learning opportunity. Additionally, the reflective exercises has allowed me to better understand the learnings, skills and personal development that can be attained in future experiences.
	Date Completed: 30/03/2020
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